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ON SIMPSON'S QUADRATURE FORMULA FOR MAPPINGS

OF BOUNDED VARIATION AND APPLICATIONS

SEVER SILVESTRU DRAGOMIR

Abstract. An estimation fo remamder for Simpson's quadrature formula for mappings of
bounded variation and applications in theory of special means (logarithmic mean, identric mean,
etc)· · ·are given.

I. Introduction

The following inequality is well known in the literature as Simpson's inequality:

I [ f(x)dx -丁[/(a); f(b) + 2/(芸 笆］，` 這 llf<')ll=(b - a)5 (1.1)

where the mapping f : [a, b] -+ R is supposed to be four time differentiable on the interval
(a, b) and having the fourth derivative bounded on (a, b), that is

l!j(4) !loo := sup 1/(4) (x)丨< 00
xE(a,b)

Now, if we assume that h: a= x0 < x1 < ... < x正 1 < Xn = b is a partition of the
interval [a, b] and f is as above, then we have the Simpson's quadrature formula:

「f(x)dx = As(!, h) + Rs(!,h)
a

where As(!,h) is the Simpson's rule

(1.2)

1 n-1
2 n-1

As(!, h) =: 6芝[!(xi)+ f(xi+1)]hi 十 5芝 ! (五土三!.)hi
i=O 2i=O

and t}1e remainder·term Rs(!,h) satisfies the estimation

(1.3)

1 n-l

圄JJ』三蕊 11!(4)丨'= I: 屑
i=O

(1.4)
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where 几 ：= Xi+I - Xi for i = 0, ... , n - l.
When we have an equidistant partitioning of [a, b] given by

b-a.
In : Xi := a+-i,

n
i = 0, ... ,n (1.5)

then we have the formula

「J(x)dx = As,nU) + R已f)
a

(1.6)

where

b-a·n-1
As,nU) := 芷 [f(a +

b-a. b-a.
- -i)+f(a+—(i + l))J6n n n

i=O

2(b - a) n-1 b - a 2i + 1十 芝 f(a+-·一 ）
3n n 2

i=O

(1.7)

and the remainder satisfies the estimation

IRs,nU)I <
1 (b - a)5
,,,_

一 2880 记
1lj(4) lloo- (1.8)

For some other integral inqualities see the recent book [1].

2. Simpson's Inequality for Mappings of Bounded Variation

The following result holds:

Theorem 2.1. Let f: [a, b] -+ R be a mapping of bounded variation on [a, b]. Then
we have the inequality

b

I j f(x)dx
b - a f (a) + f (b) a+ b 1
3

－一 [ + 2f(了)JI::; 3(b-a)~訌f) (2.1)
2

where VJ'(!) denotes the total variation off on the interval [a, b].

Proof. Using the integration by parts formula for Riemann-Stieltjcs integral we have:

[ s(x)df(x) =丁 1t(a); f(b) + 21(竺~)) - [ f(x)dx (2.2)

where
s(x) ,= { x - 罕 ，XE [a,千）

X一尹 XE [芊~b]
6'2'
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Indeed,

t s(x)df(x) = 1字 (x - 丁 ）df(x) + 1: (x三 竺）df(x)

5a +b 宇 a+ 5b b
= [(x - 6)f(x)]a + [(x - 九 —）f位）]~-丨f(x)dx

a

b - a J(a) + f(b) (a+ b) b
＝了 [ 2 + 2f 2)] - 1 f (X)dx

and the identity is proved.
Now, assume that L\n : a = x。(n) < Xi

(n) < ... (n) (n)< xn-l < Xn = b is a sequence of
d" ..1v1s1ons with v(L\n) ---+ 0 as n ---+ oo, where v(L\n) := maxiE{O, ... ,n-l} (xi~)1 - x严）and
(t) E [xt), x~~)1]

If p : [a, b] ---+ R is continuous on [a, b] and v : [a, b] ---+ R is of bounded variation on
[a, b], then

|「p(x)dv(x)I = lim 団P(dn))[v(xi:)1 - v(xt))]Ia. 11(b.n)-+O i=O
n-1

5這)-+0芝 IP(~fn))llv(x旵）-v(xin))I
i=O

n-1
:S max lp(x)I supxE[a.,b] 芝 lv(xi:)1) - v(xin))I

b.n i=O
= max jp(x)IV1(v).

xE[a.,bJ

Applying the inequality (2.3) for p(x) = s(x) and v(x) = f(x) we get

|「s(x)df (x)丨:S max 丨s(x)閌(! ).a. xE[a.,b)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Taking into account the fact that the mapping s is monotonous nondecreasing on the
intervals [a卫护）and [吁缸bJ and

b-a a+b 1 a+b 1
s(a) =一了 ，s(方一- 0) = -(b - a), s(—)=--(b-a)

3 2 3

an<l s(b) =〒 we deduce that maxxE[a,b] js(x)I = !(b - a)
Now, using the inequality (2.4) and the identity (2.2) we deduce the desired result

(2.1).

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that f : [a, bJ~R is a differentiable r陴pping 硨ose deriva
tive is integrable'on (a, b), i.e.,

llf'lli :=「lf'(x)ldx < oo.
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Then we have the inequality

|「J(x)dx -二f (a)+ J(b) + 21 (二 )JI< !11f'll1(b- a). (2.s)
3 2 2 - 3

The following corollary for Simpson's composite formula holds:

Corollary 2.3. Let f : [a, b] -+ R be of bounded variation on [a, b] and h a partition
of [a, b]. Then we have the Simpson's quadrature formula (1.2) and the remainder term
Rs(!, h) satisfies the estimation:

1
JRs(J,h)I~-,(h)吋(! )

3

where 1(h) := max{h巾= o, ... ,n-卟
The case of equidistant partitioning is embodied in the following corollary:

(2.6)

Corollary 2.4. Let In be an equidistant partitioning of [a, b] and f be as in Theorem
2.1. Then we have the formula (1.6) and the remainder satisfies the estimation:

1
IRs,nU)I <—(b - a)V1(!).

一 3n (2.7)

Remark 2.5. Ifwe want to approximate the integral fa f(x)dx by Simpson's formula
A已!) with an accuracy less that£> 0, we need at least nc; E N points for the division
In, where

1
nc; := [— ·(b - a)V1(!)] + 1

3£
and [r] denotes the integer part of r E R.

Comments 2.6. If the mapping f : [a, b] -+ R is neither four time differentiable nor
the fourth derivative in bounded on (a, b), then we can not apply the classical estimation
in Simpson's formula using the fourth derivative. But if we assume that f is of bounded
variation, then we can use instead the formula (2.6).

We give here a class of mappings which are of bounded variation but·having the
fourth derivative unbounded on the given interval.

Let Jp : [a, b] -+ R, fp(x) := (x - a)P where p E (3, 4). Then obviously

t;(x) := p(x - a)P-I, x E (a, b)

and

序 (x) = p(p - l)(p - 2)(p - 3)
(x - a)仁p

, X E (a, b).

It is clear that /·p 1s of bounded variation and

吋(!) = (b - 吖<00
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but lim戸 a+ I护 (x) = +oo.

3. Applications for Special Means

Let us. recall the following means:

1. Arithmetic mean
A=A(a,b) := 竺 .!!_, a, b 2: O;

2. Geometric mean
G = G(a, b) := V<.瓦 a, b 2: O;

3. Harmonic mean
2

H = H(a,b) := 1— a,b > O;
a+i'

4. Logarithmic mean

b-a
L = L(a,b) := a,b > O,a =I- b;

In b - Ina'

5. Jdentric mean

l=l(a,b) :=這 户，a, b > 0, a =/- b;

6. p-Logarithmic mean

与＝与(a,b):= [r!鬥11~:=二 J*,pER\{-1,0}, a,b > O,a # b.

It is well known that Lp is monotonic nondecreasing over p ER with L_1 :=Land
Lo := I. In particular, we have the following inequalities

H~G~L~I~A. (3.1)

In what follows, by the use of Theorem 2.1 , we point out some new mequalities for
the above means.

1. Let f: [a,b]-+ R(O <a< b), f(x) = x久 p E R\ {-1, 0}. Then

上丨·b f(a) + f(b)
b - (l

f(x)d:z: = L~(a, b), = A(a庄伊），
a 2

! (三 竺) = AP(a, b), 11!'111 = IPl(b - a)L~式 , pE R\{-1,0,1}

Using the inequality (2.5) we get

ILt(a, b) - }A(aP, 伊）－钚 (a,b)I~ 見 邙二i (b - a). (3.2)
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2. Let f: [a, b]-+ R(O <a< b), f(x) = i·Then

1 b J(a) + f (b)二l J(x)dx=L-1(a,b), 2 =H-1(a,b),

a+b!() = A-1(a,b), llf'Jh =
b-a

2 伊 (a,b)"

Using the inequality (2.5) we get

l3AH -AL- 2HLI'.S
(b - a)
a2 LHA.

3. Let f: [a, b]-+ R(O <a< b), f(x) = lnx. Then

上「J(x)dx = lnI(a,,ib), J(a) + J(b) = lnG(a,b),
b-a a 2

! (亡~) = lnA(a,b), IJJ'll1 = b — a
L(a, b).

Using the inequality (2.5) we get

(3.3)

I ln(
I (b - a)

］＜Ql/3A2/3 一 3L . (3.4)
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